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Abstract

This bibliography records books about the Java Programming Language and related software.

Title word cross-reference

3 [GBC12, JEC+12, ZXL16], \(\tau_P\) [LTK17].
\(C_p\) [AÖ11]. \(k\) [SD16b, SGG+17]. \(Z_p\) [AÖ11].
-safety [SD16b].
/multi [Taf13]. /multi-threaded [Taf13].
'12 [Hol12]. 12th [Fox17a].

2015 [LSBV17]. 27th [KP15].
5 [KHR11].
6 [Jen12].
7 [Ano15, EV13, J+12]. 75 [HWM11].
8 [LYBB14, SAdB+16, UFM15].
9 [LSBV17]. 938 [Gun14]. 978 [Ano15].
978-1-4493-1103-2 [Bro12].
978-1-4919-4946-7 [Ano15].

Abbreviated [SRTR17]. ABS [SAdB+16].
absence [AGH+17]. Abstract
Approach [BDT10, CSF+16, DLPT14, KKW14, STST12, ADI13, CHM13, DHM+12, HLO15, HmM17, J+12, MZC10a, PSW11, RVP11, RO12, SNS+14].
approachable [WHV+13], approaches [MD15, SS14], approximate [CNS13], Approximation [Rvb14].
Approximations [SS12], apps [CNS13, Sta10], Architectural [CSGT17, KKK+17]. Architecture [GMP12, Wan11, AMWW15, Gon11]. Architectures [KKK+17, RKN+18, ABCR10, Hos12, MS10, ZP14], arena [TRE+13], arithmetic [TGZ17].
Arquillian [Ame13], array [SV15b], arrays [FBH17, SBF+10], arrows [FZ17], art [Lew13], ASM [AGR17], Aspect [ABMV12, BH10, VBAM10b, VBMA11, WBA+11].
Aspect-Oriented [ABMV12, BH10, VBAM10b, WBA+11]. Aspectizing [TNT12]. AspectJ [AC10]. aspect [LVG10], Assertion [MM12].
Assertion-Based [MM12], Assertional [LL15], assertions [VYY10]. Assessing [GTSS11, JACS10], assignment [KT15].
AST [DRN14, HW+15, ZLB14], asymmetric [CBG12], asymptotic [ODL15]. Asynchronous [KW11, SK12, WK12, FZ17, KW10, LML17]. atomic [WAB+11]. Atomicity [GGRSY17, JLP+14, BHSB14, BNS12, GGRSY15, UMP10]. atomics [PPS16].
Attack [BH12], Attacks [MSMK16]. attribute [SHU16], augmentation [DAA13], authentication [XHH12], authorship [FMS+11], auto [SKBL11].
auto-tuning [SKBL11], automata [TLX17, ZWZ+14]. Automated [BH17, BSOG12, BMOG12, MS14, RGEV11, SD12, ADSGM14, MRMV12, ZFK+16].
Automatic [GGRSY14, GGRSY15, GGRSY17, KKW11, MDS+17, MM16, PQD12, SZ11, SD16a, SJPS10, SS16, WM10, XMD+17, ABK+16, FM13, PG12]. automatically [TB14]. Autonomic [DLPT14]. Autonomous [GMP12].
average [DL14], avoid [XR10]. Avoiding [FRC+17, ZBI17], avoids [PPS16]. Aware [JYKS12, LZ12, BBXC13, CL17, EQT10, SSB+14a, SGV12], awareness [VGS14].
axiomatic [TVD10].
B [DLZ+13], back [Car11]. Background [PWS17]. Backstage [PS1]. Bad [dGRd+15], baggage [FBA+12]. balances [FMB15]. balancing [PDPM+15]. Ball [DD13]. barrier [CHMY15, VB14a]. barriers [HIH10, WBM+10]. Based [AFGG11, DLR16, GM12, GZ+15, GGC18, LTD+12, MvDL12, MM12, PTML11, PICh11, PE11, RBL12, RT14, SGD15, SLS+12, SWF12, AYZ10, AST+16, ADI13, BBF+10, BBP13, BB17, CDM10, CJ17, CPST14, CPST15, EKUR10, GMC+13, HWM14, HWI+12, HOKO14, HWLM11, IHH12, IRJ+12, JEC+12, JMA14, KATS12, KS13, KRC14, KvaR14, KS14, MCC17, MB12, MCY+10, PDPM+16, PPS11, SZ11, SBK13, SPS10, SPY+16, SV17, SNS+14, UIY10, VSG17, XHH12, YP10, ZY+12].
[TD17]. Blame [KT15]. Bloat [MSS10, XMA+14, BRGG12, BBXC13, XR10].
blow-aware [BBXC13]. block
[CI14, KBL14]. block-level [KBL14].
blocking [DW10]. Blockly [AMWW15].
Blueshell [PWA13]. boilerplate
[ZCdSvdS15]. Book [Ame15, Bro12].
Boosting [AVS+16, AC16]. Bootstrapping
[CBLFD12]. Bottle [DSEE13]. bottlenecks
[DSEE13]. bottom [ZMNY14]. bottom-up
[ZMNY14]. boundary [RDP16]. Bounded
[NWB15, GMT14]. Bounds
[SW12, GvRN11]. boxes [BDGS13].
breaking [VB14a]. Breakpoint [ZW13].
breakpoints [PS12]. Bridging [PVB17].
Bringing [CV14, HRS+17, STS+13].
Broken [dGdB+15]. Browser [MSK16, PVB17]. FIF+15, VB14a, WGW+11, YK14].
Browsers [HLSK13]. BrowseX [PVB17].
Budget [GM12]. buffered [DLZ+13].
buffers [Gun14]. bug [LWH+10]. Bugs
[OBPM17, XMD+17, ECS15, MDS+17, OD15, Ryu16]. Build
[BMDK15, BNE16, ELW15, MAH12].
Building [Sta10, HWW+15]. Business
[CCA+12]. Bytecode
[BDT10, BSOG12, FHSR12, NS12, RDCP12, Rey13, AdCGGH16, CZ14, DLM10, SP10b, SMP10, VB14b].

C
[BB12, CDG+17, GBC12, LSBV16, LSBV17, NED+13, SRTR17, Sta10, ZWSS15]. C/C
[BB12]. C/C [NED+13]. CA [KP15]. cache
[IN12, ZP14]. caches [NGB16].
calculations [VS17]. Calculi [FFF17].
calculator [AH10]. Call [FG12, PUL016, ZWZ+14, Xue12, SS+14a]. Call-site
[SS+14a]. calling
[HB13, SS+14a, ZWZ+14]. Calls
[SW12, SS16]. came [Car11]. can [TPG15].
capabilities [Ame13]. capability [RDF15].
capo [MSB11]. capturing [BKC+13].
Card [GMPS12, ABFM12, dCMMN12].
Cards [BH12, GMPS12]. care [EKUR10].
Caring [DAA13]. carry [Ame13].
Cartesian [SD16b]. Case
[ZZM+16, dGRdB+15, AMWW15, HNTL12, SPP10, Vf+14]. Cassandra
[FRM+15]. casts [SH12]. categorising
[CMM17]. Catena [TD17]. Causes
[OBPM17, FRM+15]. CAV [KP15]. CC
[LSBV16, LSBV17]. CCA [ZXL16]. Center
[Hol12]. centric [DHH+12, FOPZ14].
CERT [LMS+12]. chain [KSR14].
Challenges [GM12, Sie17, SR17]. Change
[YQTR15]. Changes [MvDL12]. Changing
[SSG+14]. channels [AGH+17, LS11].
Checking [BNE16, CSF+16, Cho14, JC10, JYK12, ABFM12, BHSB14, BS12, CPG+17, DLM10, FLL+13, HMDE12, KAS12, KVRA14, LT11, RR14, RAS16, RDF15, TPD10, VYY10]. checkpointing
[SGV12]. checkpointing-enabled [SGV12].
Checks [FMBH15]. CHERI [CDG+17].
chip [PS10, Puf13, RS12, SPS17].
chip-multiprocessor [PS10].
chip-multiprocessors [RS12]. choice
[BBX+10]. CICS [R+13]. CIL [BBF+10].
circular [Gun14, ZS10]. Circus [ZLCW14].
City [Hol12]. Class [BS13, CSF+16, NCS10, HC10, MMM10, SC16, TSD+12].
Classes
[And14, SVB17, WT11, CZ14, SZ10, TSD+12, VBDPM16]. Class files [SD16a].
classification [SS14]. Classifiers [BSA14].
Classifying [MM10]. Classless
[WBW10]. clicker [HAI13]. Client
[MS14, OBPM17, KRH16]. Client-Side
[OBPM17, KRH16]. Client-State [MS14].
Clojure [ECG12, FH11, VS10]. Closing
[RLH15]. Closures [BO11, BO12, BO13].
Cloud
[VDV17, GGC18, LZYP16, TLMM13].
cloud-based [GGC18]. clustered
[PDP+16]. clusters [TTRT11]. Cocoa
[Sta10]. Code [BH17, BNE16, HC11, MM16, RVK15, RLM15, SRTR17, SVB+17].

...
construction [CIAD13, RGEV11].
constructors [MME14] constructs [PCL14, PTF+15]. consumers [DAA13].
Consumption [MV16], container [XR10].
containers [XR10]. Context [HWM13, MM16, TL17, HB13, IvdS16, SSb+14a].
Contracts [YQTR15, HBT12, KT15, KKW11].
Control [FGR12, FHSR12, TT11, TNTN12, AdCGGH16, FWDL15, LSWM16, RH+13, STS+13, TABS12, XHH12]. controlling [BKC+13, YDFF15]. Convention [Hol12].
copy [FBH17]. copyrightable [Sam12]. Core [Hor11, HC13, RDCP12, RTE+13, MS10, TRTD11]. cores [GTSS11, SKBL11].
corpus [HCN14, LSBV16, LSBV17]. correct [AdCGGH16, AJL16, DJLP10]. Correctness [LL15, BENS12, Cho14].
Correlation [SDC+12, XHH12].
Corrigendum [LSBV17]. counter [LSSD14]. counters [IN12]. Course [Wan11, Zak12].
Coverage [CSS+16, GZG+15]. Coverage-Based [GZG+15]. Coverage-directed [CSS+16].
CPS [PDDD17]. CPU [PKG+15].
Crawling [MbDL12]. creating [HC10, VBAM10b]. Creation [SK12]. crisis [AT16].
Critical [HL13, WK12, WCB16, ZLCW14, AGR17, DTL14, GMC+13, NM10, Nil12b, RS12, SDH+17, CW14, LWC17]. Cross [MM17, AMWW15, BKC+13, GSS+16, KMZN16]. cross-cutting [AMWW15].
Cross-language [MM17, GSS+16].
cross-program [KMZN16]. cross-thread [BKC+13]. Crowdsourcing [BH17].
customizations [LVG10]. customized [HB13]. cutting [AMWW15]. Cyclic [BMOG12, RS12].
deadlock [CHMY15, SR14a, SR14b]. Dean [Bro12]. debugging [AsdMG14, BM14, KS14, TB14, ZFK+16].
December [LSBV17]. Deciding [SGD15].
decision [RBV16]. Declarative [DR14, RS12, FOPZ14, MME+10].
Decomposition [AGH+17].
decomposing [ACS+14]. decoupled [LPA13]. deduplication [HOKO14].
Default [BG17, SNS+14]. defects4j [MDS+17]. defined [FS+11]. Definite [NS12]. Definition [SSB14b, AK13, SSB01].
demand [FWDL15, ZHL+12].
demand-driven [FWDL15]. DemoMatch [YKSL17]. demonstrations [YKSL17].
Deoptimization [KRCH14]. Dependence [PDDD17, JWMC15]. Dependence-driven [PDDD17].
Design [AC16, ETTD12, MLGA11, Pf13, RTE+13, SW12, TRTD11, TKL+15, VRG16, YCYC12, BBXC13, CSdL16].

Finding [ES14, MSM14, BB17, KMMV14, PKO14, JC10, AJL16], fault [RBL12], Faults [SRTR17, ZZK13], fragmentation [PZM14], feature [AH10, KvRHA14, OJ12], feature-based [KvRHA14], Feedback [NED13, NG13, WM10], Feedback-directed [NED13, NG13, WM10]. fields [PQTGS17], FIFO [QSaS16], filtering [HWI12], find [Ryu16], Finding [XMA10], Fine [BVGVEAFG11, DRN14], fine-grained [DRN14], Fingerprints [MSSK16], Finite [BLH12, MB12], Finite-State [BLH12], first [SC16, TSD12], first-class [SC16, TSD12], fix [TPG15], Fixing [SRTR17, LTZ14], flexibility [SFB10], Flexible [ES14, MSM16, PKC13], RHN13, BCD13, KHR11, ZW10, Flint [LTZ14], Floating [Jaf13, AJL16], Floating-Point [Jaf13, AJL16], Flow [ASF17, FHSR12, LMK16, SS12, AdCGGH16, AF12, ABFM12, BK14, FWDL15, HBS16, KHL13, LSW16], Flow-sensitive [LMK16], FlumeJava [CRP10], fly [UJR14], folding [CPST14], Footprint [GS12, WHN11], Forecasting [CC15], foreign [LWH10], forge [Ler10], fork [MZC10a], fork/join [MZC10a], form [GK15], Formal [DLPT14, KR12, SW12, HMi17, PSR15, SZ11], formalised [CWW13], Forsaking [GBS13], FORSETI [CSV15], Forward [FOPZ14], Foundation [CJ17], Four [MSS10], FPGA [OYU13], fragmentation [PZM10], fragmentation-tolerant [PZM10], fragments [OA17], frames [SJP10], Framework [CCA12, FFF17, LM15, PWSG17, RBL12, Ame13, AC16, DDFF17, ER14, FRGPLFL12, JEC12, KML15, PKO15, RR14, STY14, ZW10, ZDS14], frameworks [PPMH15], Francisco [KP15], free [DTLM14, FC11, GK15, HHH14, NFV15], free-form [GK15], free-lunch [DTLM14], frequency [ZWSS15], Friendly [RBL12], fringe [MB12, MB12], Full [SRTR17, DRN14], Full-Word [SRTR17], Fully [FSC13, PG12, ZFK16], Functional [Wam11, Ame13, BVGVEA11b, NFV15, UFM15, Bro12], functional-style [UFM15], functions [LSBV16, LSBV17], Fundamentals [HC13], Fusing [MS13, ETR12, WM10], fusion [KBPS17], future [SS16], fuzzer [Guo17], Game [MT14, Wan11], Gap [PVB17, ZLHD15], Garbage [ASV16, BH12, GTS15, QSaS16, Sch13, SKBL11, AGGZ10, BCR13, BP10, BVGVE14b, BOF17, GTSS11, KPHV11, KBL14, NGB16, PZM10, PDP16, Puf13, SP10a, SMB14, Sie10, SJBL10, UY10, UJR14], garbage-collection [Sie10], GC [NGB16, RGM13], GEMs [BSMB16], general [CHMY15, EKUR10], generalized [WT10], Generating [HJS10, RDP16, GRF11, KS14, MHBO13], Generation [AGM17, BH17, CRJ10, PPMH15, PSNS14, RO12, UMP10], generations [BOF17], generators [SLF14], generic [DDM11, Fer13, HH13, ZPL10, eBH11], generics [AS14, Gr17, PBMH13], Genetic [YCYC12], Genotyping [YCYC12], GeoGebra [ABK16], geosciences [MCY10], German [Sch13], get [Ame13], Getaway [SLES15, SLE17], Gets [BH12], getters [Mil13], Getting [GMT14], Giga [DHS15], Giga-scale [DHS15], glimpse [SP16], Global [PE11], Global-Scale [PE11], Glotaran [SLS12], go [LWB15], Goldilocks [EQT10], Good [dGRdB15], Google [MPI17, Sam12], GPGPU [PQTGS17], GPGPU-accelerated [PQTGS17], GPU [PKO15], GPUs


HBS16, KHL+13, RKN+18, SS12, AF12, ABFM12, BVGVEA11b, CMS+12, RRB17.

Information-flow [HBS16]. infrastructure [NG12].

Inheritance [LN15, WT11, AST+16, GBS13, NCS10].

Initial [LTD+12]. initialization [AMT17, MME14].

Injecting [ZZK13]. inline [DJLP10].

Inlining [BA12, HWM13]. insecure [YW13].

Insight [VF10]. instanceof [SMS+12].

Instant [MHBO13]. instantiation [AST+16]. instead [AGH+17, BTR+13].

Instrumenting [CZ14]. Integrated [Tar11, YP10].

Integrating [SPP+10]. integration [Ame13, HKVG14, Sch10a].

Intelligence [JACS10]. intelligent [Pau14].

Intensive [SAdB+16]. inter [CMM+17].

Inter-language [CMM+17].

Interacting [SK13]. Interaction [WT11].

Interactive [AMWW15, JH11, MCY+10].

Intercession [VM10]. interdependencies [LBF12].

Interface [Liu14, MvDL12, SLS+12, AYZI10, MT14, LT11, LT14].

Interfaces [WT11, Cho14, DLM10, LWH+10, PSNS14, WT10].

Interference [YDF15].

International [Hol12, KP15, Fox17a].

Interoperability [GSS+16].

Interpretation [BDT10, DLR16, DML10, DLR14, NSD17].

Interpretation-Based [DLR16].

Interpreter [D’H12, KMMV14].

Interpreters [HWW+15, IvdS16, MD15, ZLB14].

Interprocedural [CPV15, FWDL15, ZMNY14].

Interrupting [AST12]. intersection [KT15].

Intro [Dan17, DMS11].

Introduction [CIAD13, HTLC10, HTW14, Lew13, RHT13, VK12, Hav11, VF10].

Introductory [BNP11]. intrusively [MZC10a].Investigation [SS13, FH16].

invited [Piz17, Sie17]. invocation [SPAK10, BVGVEA11b]. invocations [BVGV14a].

invokedynamic [OCFL14].

Involvement [ZMM+16]. IP [TKL+15].

iPhone [Staad0]. IR [LSWM16]. irregular [AC16].


Isolation [ZLB+13]. Issue

[DV13, HL13, HTW14, Puf13, VK12, Fox17a, HTLC10, HGCA11, RHT13].

Iterations [DZ13]. iterators [ZLB14].

IVE [CRJ+10]. IVPs [KS15].


JaSTA [HD17]. JaSTA-2 [HD17].

Java [Bro12, Fox17a, HWM11, HTW14, Sch13, VK12, AÖ11, KyG+14, PQTGS17, SADB+16, ASdGM14, AST12, AFGG11, AYZI10, AS14, AAB+10, Alt12, Amc13, AdCGGH16, AT16, And14, Ano12, Ano13, ABMV12, AGR12, AGR17, ABCR10, AD13, ABFM12, AK13, BK12, BH17, BM14, BH12, BDT10, BVGV1A10, BVGVEA11a, BVGV1A10, BVGV1A11b, BVGV1A13, BVGV1A4a, BVGV1A4b, BS12, BMDK15, BO11, BO12, BO13, BCRI11, BDGS13, BCD13, BD17, BRGG12, Blvd17, BR12, BH10, BR15, BB12, BNPI1, BW12, BA12, BZD17, BSOG12, BM12, BA17, BBJK12, CIAD13, CZ14, CMM17, CWW13, CV14, CDTM10, CCBF15, CC15, CRJ+10, CSF+16, CSK17, CCH11, CJ17, CDG+17, CSdL16, CCA+12, CRAJ10, DLP10, DDF17, DML10, DL+13, DVL13, DR10, DHS15, DBJ16, DMS11, ECS15].

Java [EEK+13, ES14, E17, EQ10. Esq11. EABVGV14, Eng13, EV13, ET12, ETR+15, FRGPLF+12, FGR12, Fer13, FFI17, FLL+13, FHSR12, Fox17b, FMS+11, GMPS12, Grv+11, GYB+11, GM12, GBS14, GD12, GBC12, GS11, GS12, Gon11, GMC+13, GT10, GJS+13, GJS+14, Gri17,
GPT12, GK15, HL13, HD17, HdM17, Has12, HWM10, HWM13, HWM14, HA13, HM12, HTLC10, HKVG14, HH13, HOKO14, HGCA11, Hor11, Hor12, HC13, HC10, HWLM10, HJ12, IHWN12, IN12, IF16, JC10, JEC+12, JQJ+16, JI17, Jnl12, JB12, JYKS12, JTO12, JH11, J12, JMB12, JMO14, KHR11, KHM+11, KMLS15, KS13, KW10, KW11, KM10, KSR14, KSPK12, KS14, KF11, LSBV16, LSBV17, LDT+12, LMK16, LSWM16, LLL13, LT11, LT14, LZYP16, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LYBB14, LZ12, Loc13, LMS+12, LO15, LPA13].
Java [LWC17, LTK17, LS11, Lyo12, MKZ+14, MS13, MME+10, MLGA11, MDS+17, MCC17, MPM+15, MZC10b, MKTD17, MM16, MHM10, MAH12, MB12, MFC+10, MSS10, MT14, MDHS10, NM10, NCS10, NS12, Nl12a, Nl12b, NG13, Oak14, OOK+10, OMA+13, OUY+13, OW16, OJ12, OCFL14, PS11, PTML11, PMTL14, PTHH14, PL12, PDLCH11, PBHM13, PPMH15, PMP+16, PQD12, PVH14, PTF+15, PS10, PDPM+16, PSW11, Puf13, PKC+13, QLBS17, RD15, RDCP12, RTE+13, RTET15, RR14, RS12, RHT13, R+13, RBL12, RAS16, RS12, Rey13, Rez12, RVP11, RLMM15, RB15, RvB14, SSB+14a, SE12, SRTR17, STST12, SS12, Sch14, Sch13, Sch10a, SPPH10, SKKR11, SDH+17, Sch10b, SSMGD10, SZ10, Set13, SMSB11, SMS+12, SD12, SM12, SW12, SGV12, SKBL11, SD16a, SJPS10, SLS+12, SKR17].
Java [SS14, SP10b, SMP10, SPP+10, SWB+15, SSB01, SSB14b, SPS17, SSG+14, STS+13, Sve14, SWF12, TRTD11, TTD+11, TTD12, TRE+13, TLL11, TWX+10, TFPB14, TWHII12, TTN12, TCGZ17, TKL+15, UR15, UFM15, VSG17, VGRS16, VBDPM16, VBMDP16, VGSI4, VBAM10a, VBAM10b, VBMA11, WGF11, Wam11, WZdSOS17, WB+10, WK12, WCB16, WN10, WRI+10, WHV+13, WHIN11, WBA+11, WAB+11, WWS13, XHH12, XR13, XMD+17, Xuec12, YP10, YKM17, YDF15, ZIvdS17, Zatk12, ZP14, ZLCW14, ZHL+12, ZXL16, ZKB+16, ZWSS15, ZPL+10, ZDS14, dCMMN12, dMRH12, eBH11, eED12].
Java-Based [AFGG11, SLS+12, SWF12, CJ17, HOKO14, JMO14, KS13, KS14, MB12, MCF+10].
Java-compatible [ABCR10].
Java-like [BDGS13, BCD13, DJLP10, SZ10].
Java-to-HDL [OUY+13].
Java-to-JavaScript [LSWM16].
Java.utils.Collection.sort [dGRdB+15].
Java/JSP [Sch10b].
JavaBean [MZC10a].
JavaBIP [BMSZ17].
JavaCC [GN16].
JavaCOP [MME+10].
JavaAdaptor [PKC+13].
JavaFX [Top11].
JavaGI [WT10, WT11].
JavaScriptCore [Piz17].
JaVerT [SMN+18].
JAWS [PKO+15].
JBInsTrace [CZ14].
JCloudScale [ZLHD15].
JCML [dCMMN12].
JCSI [ABFM12].
JCSF [WB+10].
JDiffraction [PQTGS17].
JDM [ZP14].
JEquityGen [GRF11].
JET [LT11].
JGRIM [MZC10b].
Jinn [LWH+10].
JIT [BBF+10, BB17, CMS+12, HWM14, IHWN12, JK13, NED+13, RSB+14].

Java-Based [AFGG11, SLS+12, SWF12, CJ17, HOKO14, JMO14, KS13, KS14, MB12, MCF+10].
Java-compatible [ABCR10].
Java-like [BDGS13, BCD13, DJLP10, SZ10].
Java-to-HDL [OUY+13].
Java-to-JavaScript [LSWM16].
Java.utils.Collection.sort [dGRdB+15].
Java/JSP [Sch10b].
JavaBean [MZC10a].
JavaBIP [BMSZ17].
JavaCC [GN16].
JavaCOP [MME+10].
JavaAdaptor [PKC+13].
JavaFX [Top11].
JavaGI [WT10, WT11].
JavaScriptCore [Piz17].
JaVerT [SMN+18].
JAWS [PKO+15].
JBInsTrace [CZ14].
JCloudScale [ZLHD15].
JCML [dCMMN12].
JCSI [ABFM12].
JCSF [WB+10].
JDiffraction [PQTGS17].
JDM [ZP14].
JEquityGen [GRF11].
JET [LT11].
JGRIM [MZC10b].
Jinn [LWH+10].
JIT [BBF+10, BB17, CMS+12, HWM14, IHWN12, JK13, NED+13, RSB+14].
WK17, ZY+12. **JIT-based** [BB17], **JITs** [KRCH14], jMarkov [CRAT+12], JML [CRJ+10], JNI [CDG+17], **Journey** [Ryu16]. joy [FH11], **JP2** [SSB+14a], JPC [CMM17], jQuery [AM14, PIR17], JR [OW16], JR-like [OW16], JRE [CZ14], JS [AHK+15], Js_of_locami [VB14b], JSART [MM12], JSetL [RB15], JSON [BB17].

**JITs** [DLR16, KHL, EKR14, LWH]. JR-like [CMM17]. jQuery [AHK].

**JVMs** [BB12, KSB17]. **Just-in-Time** [DLR16, KHL+13, LMK16, MGI17, TTS+10].

**Just-in-Time** [DLR16, KHL+13, LMK16, MGI17, TTS+10].

**JVM** [AC16, AFG+11, CSS+16, Guy14, MS10, PVH14, R+13, RRB17, SV15b, Sub11].

**JVMs** [BK14, ZY+12].

**K-Java** [BR15], **kernel** [HDK+11]. Key [BBB+17, DFR13, JB12]. key-value [DFR13]. keynote [McK16]. **KWi** [BBB+17]. **KJS** [PSR15]. knot [LBF12].

**K-Oracle** [DJB16, Gra15, Han15]. Knowledge [KSPK12, UMP10]. known [Han15].

**Kraken** [Ano14].

**Lake** [Hol12]. **lambda** [MKTD17].

**lambdas** [UFM15], landscape [Sve14].

**Language** [LPT14, GJS+13, GJS+14, JC10, KSPK12, MAHK16, Sev12b, SS13, ABCR10, CMM17, CSdL16, DAA+13, EKR+12, Fee16, GSS+16, Hos12, HWW+15, KRCH14, LWH+10, LE16, MDM17, SC16, SZ10, SKR17, SNS+14, VB14a, WCG14, WWH+17, ZWSS15, dCMMN12].

**language-level** [WCG14]. Languages [CSGT17, MSM+16, PTHH14, YKM17, AGGZ10, BCD13, CMS+12, EER+13, ER14, FMBH15, Han15, HBT12, HJS+10, KRR+14, MS+10, NED+13, PULO16, SPY+16, Zha12].

**LARD** [WCG14]. Large [BA17, AST+16, CCFB15, LSBV16, LSBV17, MDS+17, MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11].

**Large-Scale** [BA17, MDS+17, MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11]. **Larus** [DD13].


**leak** [SS14, XR13]. Leaks [And14, RW17].

**LeakSpot** [RW17]. lean [BRGG12, SV15b].

**Learn** [RT14]. Learning [Pau14, RT14, CNS13, KC12, Ano15]. learnt [GY16]. Legacy [SVB+17, CDM10].

**Legally** [Sam12]. length [SMP10]. **Less** [BNE16]. Level [AC16, SUW+15, EKR10, Hos12, IHWN12, KBL14, LWC17, MGI17, RFBJ14, TTD+11, VJW10, WCG14].


**Lightweight** [BW12, KBL14, KKK+17, RO12]. like [BDGS13, BCD13, DJLP10, PML14, SZ10, VGS14, OW16]. **Line** [AC16, SUW+15, EKR10, Hos12, IHWN12, KBL14, LWC17, MGI17, RFBJ14, TTD+11, VJW10, WCG14].

**Linearization** [LTZ14]. lines [BTR+13, KATS12]. linguistic [UR15].

**Linux** [Ric14]. Linux-basierte [Ric14].


**Lock** [FC11, NM10, NFV15, UMP10]. **Lock-free** [FC11, NFV15]. **Locking** [GGRS17, JTO12, GGRS14, GGRS15].

**locks** [SPS17]. logging [CJ17]. logic [GMS12, SD1+16]. **loop** [DD13, HW1+12].

**Loops** [RD15, LLL13]. loss [WHIN11]. Low [ETR+15, GM12, SUW+15, WCG14, ZHCB15, ZFK+16, BCR13, XMA+10].
Low-Budget [GM12]. Low-latency [ETR15]. Low-level [WCG14].
Low-overhead [ZHCB15, ZFK16].
low-utility [XMA10]. lunch [DTLM14].

m [MZC10b]. m-JGRIM [MZC10b]. M2M [Pau14].
Machine [LYBB14, Ame13, CBLFD12, KS13, KC12, Piz17, SSMGD10, WGF11, WHV13, BZD17, LYBB13a, LYBB13b, LTK17, PTHH14, SSB14a, Sch13, Set13, SMB11, SVG12, SSB1, SSB14b, UR15]. Machines [AGR12, GTS15, JK13, KRCH14, HK10].
macros [DFHF15]. Magic [SP15].
Magic-sets [SP15]. Magnitude [BNE16].
Management [Pan14, AHK15, BVG14a, EKUR10, HB13, KCP17, KB17, Nil12b, PCL14, SWB15, Tar11, WGW11].
message-passing [ETTD12, TRTD11, TTD12, UR15].
Metrics [Sch13]. Metriken [Sch13].
Microscopic [RXK17]. Microsoft [Ano13]. Middleware [RTE13, HOK014, HWLM11, MZC10].
middleweight [IF16, MT14]. midstream [SSG14]. Migrating [AST16, CDTM10].
minute [DHS15]. minutes [BR13].
Mobile [GM12, GPT12, MV16, XHH12, GGC18, KF11, MZC10]. Model [CSF16, CDG17, CCA12, DLR16, JYKS12, MSM16, MCC17, MV16, BVGVEAG11a, CHM13, CWW13, CV14, DLZ13, GY16, HAW13, Loc13, LSSD14, ML17, MS10, PSW11, RR14, RBV16, RAS16, RDF15, SMN12, SSG14, VWJB10, ZP14, ZXL16].
Modeling [GBC12, JC10, KSPK12, LDL14, Rey13, CRAT+12, SKR17, TLX17, ZIvdS17].
Models [CC15, PE11, ZLCW14, AGR17, HHB+14, TVD10, ZBB17]. modern
[FIF+15, Hav11, JK13, KB17, WGW+11].
modernization [Nil12a]. Modular
[IvdS16, LN15, RDCP12, MRA+17, RO12].
Modernisation [FIF+15, Hav11, JK13, KB17, WGW+11].
Modular [CC15, PE11, ZLCW14, AGR17, HHB+14, TVD10, ZBB17].
Modularisation [FIF+15, Hav11, JK13, KB17, WGW+11].
Module [KR12].
Modules [PiLCH11].
Monad [GSD+15].
MongoDB [Guo17].
Monitoring [AGR12, DJLP10, ES14, KF11].
Monitors [BLH12, HM12].
Mori [CPST15].
Movement [NCS10].
Multi-core [RTE+13, MS10, TRTD11].
multi-cores [SKBL11].
multi-engine [Tar11].
multi-language [Fee16, GSS+16].
multi-level [IHWN12].
multi-processor [Puf13].
multi-stage [WRI+10].
multi-threaded [JTO12, DSEE13, Fee16, FC11, IHWN12, MS10, Puf13, SE12, SKBL11, TRTD11, Tar11, WRI+10].
Multi-Core [RTE+13, MS10, TRTD11].
multi-cores [SKBL11].
multi-engine [Tar11].
multi-language [Fee16, GSS+16].
multi-level [IHWN12].
multi-processor [Puf13].
multi-stage [WRI+10].
multi-threaded [JTO12, DSEE13, SE12].
multi-version [FC11].
Multicore [ASV+16, CCH11, MKG+17, SE12, SSMGD10, TXW+10].
timelevel [JK13].
multiphase [GvR+11].
Multiplatform [ZK+16].
Multiple [AF12, ASF17, HLSK13, CSV15, DD13].
multiplexing [BVGVEAFG11].
Multiprocessing [VGS14].
multiprocessor [PS10, PWA13, SPS17].
Multiprocessors [KW11, RS12].
Multithreaded [KKW14, SR14a, BNS12, DJLP10, Fer13].
Multithreading [CCH11].
multivariate [AÖ11].
MuscalietJS [RCR+14].
Mutagenic [YCYC12].
mutations [FRC+17].
Mutation [MMP15].
mutators [AHK+11].
MySQL [Ano15].
Names [SRTR17].
Naming [STST12].
Native [JQ+16, LT11, LT14, KFBK+15, STS+13].
Natural [LL15].
naturalness [HBG+16].
NDetermin [BENS12].
nested [CHM16, ZLB+13].
Netflix [Liu14].
Network [CC15, GCC18, RR14].
Networking [Hol12].
Non [BVGVEA11b].
Non-Java [YKM17, OMK+10].
Non-termination [BSOG12].
Nonblocking [RTET15, SP10a].
Nondeterministic [RB15, BENS12].
noninterference [IF16].
Nopol [XMD+17].
NoSQL [DFR13].
Notation [Sev12a].
Novel [NK10, MZC10b].
November [Hol12].
Novice [BA17].
Novices [RT14].
null [AT16].
NullPointerExceptions [BSOG12].
NUMA [GTS+15].
NumaGiC [GTS+15]. number [PPMH15, SLF14].
Numbers [Jaf13, AJL16, Wal12].
Numerical [KS15, KFBK+15, PQTGS17].
NXT [SWF12].
Obfuscated [KCD12].
obfuscation [CCFB15].
obfuscations [CSK17].
Object [CSGT17, GS11, L12, NB+15, PTHH14].
PilCH11, Sevi2a, SW12, AST+16, BDZ17, DDDF17, FMBH15, IvdS16, MME14, MHBO13, RDF15, UJR14, VM10, WM10, ZCdS0vdS15, Zha12, ZDS14, hEYJD12].
Object-Bounded [NB+15].
object-constraint [FMBH15].
Object-Oriented
[GS11, PTHH14, AST+16, DDDF17, MHB013, VM10, ZDS14, hEYJD12].
Objective [Sta10]. Objective-C [Sta10].
Open [BSA14, GD12, CJ17, EKUR10, VGRS16]. Open-Source [BSA14]. OpenJDK [CHM16, dGRdB+15]. OpenMP [VGS14].
operations [TABS12, TGZ17]. Operator [PQD12]. opportunities [TPG15]
Optimization [LTD+12, YKM17, AFG+11, BDB11, DDDF17, JMO14, KS13, KC12, NG12].
Optimizations [DR10, BB17, CPST15, DS16, NG13, SADB+16]. Optimizing [SV15b, YRHB13, HWW+15, KRH16, MD15, ZLBFB14]. optional [CMS+12].
Oracle [LMS+12, Sam12]. ORB [OYV+13].
Order [SGD15, JhED11, KT15, TD15].
ordering [KC12]. Orders [BNE16]. ordinary [MZC10a]. O’reilly [Ano15, Bro12]. Oriented [ABMV12, BH10, GS11, AST+16, DDDF17, EABVGV14, MHB013, PTHH14, RVP11, VM10, VBAM10b, WBA+11, ZDS14, hEYJD12].
OSck [HDK+11]. OSGi [BVGVEA13]. OSS [ZMM+16]. other [EKUR10, KS13].
out-of-order [JhED11]. output [KM10].
Over-exposed [VBDM16]. overhead [BCR13, ZHCBI5, ZFK+16]. overlay [CDTM10]. Overloading [PQD12].
overview [Nil12b]. own [MPM+15]. Ownership [ZPL+10, BDGS13, DDM11].
Paper [DDDF17, PDPM+16, SV15a]. Papers [DVL13, HL13, LMK16, Pufl13].
Parallel [DS16, Esq11, LLL13, MKG+17, NKH16, QSaS+16, RD15, RS12, BP10, BNP13, BSMB16, CRP+10, NG12, NG13, PPMH15, Se10, SZ11, TTD12, Taf13, VYY10, WN10].
PCR [YCyc12]. PCR-RFLP [YCyc12].
multi-threaded [Taf13]. perceptible [JH11]. Perfect [SLE+17]. Performance [CCH11, DR10, GBC12, Hol12, HJ12, MSM+16, Oak14, OCFLJ14, QSaS+16, TRE+13, TPG15, THC+14, WN10, ACS+14, AAB+10, BRGG12, BRWA14, C-BMG12, Dei11, GSS+16, HWI+12, IRJ+12, JH11,
ODL15, PSNS14, SE12, TTD+11, TWX+10, WHIN11, WWH+17, Zak10.

performance-guided [PSNS14].

permission [HTB12, SNS+14]. permits
[PPS16]. Persistence [LZ12]. Perspective
[YHY13]. Pert [LZ12]. pervasive [MHM10].

PHALANX [VYY10]. phase [KC12].

phase-ordering [KC12]. phoneME
[RDCP12]. Phosphor [BK14]. PHP
[Ano15, TTS+10]. Phynx [EKUR10].

physics [JEC+12]. pickler [MHBO13].

pickles [MHBO13]. pipeline [LPA13].

pipelines [CRP+10]. Pivot [AD16]. place
[DVL13]. Plan [DLZ+13]. Platform
[AFGG11, PE11, BD17, CRJ+10, GMC+13,
MKZ+14, PWA13, YP10]. Platforms
[DR10, Has12, BP10, JMO14, KSR14].

PLDI [FLL+13]. pluggable [MME+10].

Point [Jaf13, AJL16]. pointer [TL17].

Pointers [RKN+18, AT16]. Points
[BK12, SDC+12, DHS15, SBK13, TLX17].

Points-To [SBC+12, DHS15, SBK13, TLX17]. Policies
[FHSR12, MPS12, BVG+14a]. policing
[DW10]. policy [JK13]. polyglot [EV13].

Polymorphic [Zha12]. polymorphism
[GMT14, PUL016, UTO13]. POPL
[BRC13]. Popular [Has12].

Popular-but-Seemingly-Dissimilar
[Has12]. portable [LTK17, RGM13]. portal
[MCY+10]. Power [MV16, Pau14, BRGG12,
CBGM12, THC+14]. pp. [Bro12]. PQL
[RS12]. Practical [AMT17, JACS10,
SLES15, VS10, WWH+17, FIF+15, WT10].

Practice [HGCA11, AS14, EKUR10,
LWC17, TRE+13]. practices [CJ17, YW13].

pragmatic [RO12]. pre [SBK13].

pre-processing [SBK13]. Precise
[PIR17, XR13, BHSB14, CVG+17, HyG12,
PG12, RGM13, TLX17]. precision
[RSB+14]. Predicate [PL12]. predictable
[LTK17]. Predicting [BSA14, RVK15].

prediction [ZWZ+14]. presence [ZBB15].

preserving [AK13]. pressure [DTLM14].

pretenuring [BOF17]. Preventing
[MSK16]. Primer [YC12]. primitives
[BJBK12]. Principles
[HGCA11, JEC+12, VM10]. Printing
[AIL16]. Prioritized [NGB16]. Priority
[ASV+16, HM12]. Privacy [And14].

Proactive [CL17]. PROB [YP10].

Probabilistic [RBV16, KY16, ZWZ+14].

Problem [YHY13, ZW13, J+12, KC12].

problem-solution [J+12]. problems
[TPG15]. Proceedings [Hol12, KP15].

Process [SK12, AGR17]. Processes
[BMDK15]. Processing
[LLL13, WN10, SBK13, SSG+14, UJR14].

Processor
[TKL+15, Puf13, SPPH10, SMN+12].

Processors [ASV+16, MKG+17].

producers [DA13]. product
[BTR+13, KATS12, KvRHA14, SV17].

product-based [KvRHA14]. production
[RGM13]. professionals [JACS10]. profile
[VSG17, WK17]. profiler [DLT14].

profilers [MDHS10]. profiling
[DD13, JH11, KRH16, NK10, RC17,
SS+14a, STY+14, THC+14, XR13, ZBB15].

Program
[BK17, KKW14, RK15, RT14,
ZKB+16, AO11, DS16, GMS12, HC14,
JL17, JWMC15, KM10, KZMN16,
MKZ+14, NS13, Sch10a, SPY+16, TABS12,
WGFI11, ZMG+14]. Programmable
[OA17, AY11]. Programmers
[Eso11, RL15, Rau14]. Programming
[AFGG11, ABMV12, BCR11, Bro12, BA17,
DLPT14, HWM11, HGCA11, K¨ol10,
KSPK12, LM15, MeK16, PTML11, RS12,
RB15, SS13, Sub11, Alt12, AMWW15,
BCvC+13, BM14, BSBM16, BRWA14,
CL17, ECG12, EV13, FMBH15, Han15,
HA13, HAV11, Lew13, MRM+10, OW16,
PTF+15, RVP11, RFBJ14, SNS+14, SGG+17,
TB14, UFM15, VWJB10, VBAM10b,
Wan11, WRI+10, WBA+11, ZWSS15].

Programs
[AG12, BH17, BR12, BMG12, GS11,


removal
[MRMV12, WGF11]. removing [PLR14].
rename [FM13]. Repair
[XMD+17, MDS+17, SHU16]. repeatability [Vit14]. replacement [BCD13]. Replay
[BH12]. replication [CJ17, UTY10].
replication-based [UIY10]. report
[CBLFD12, Sch10a]. Reports [OW16].
repository [HC10]. reproducibility [Vit14]. reproduction [SR14b].
requirements [AGGZ10]. ResAna
[KvGS+14]. Research
[SRI7, TRE+13, CRJ+10, CBLFD12,
EKUR10, Rub14, VBMDP16, Vit14].
Resource [BVGV14a, ADI13, ES14,
KvGS+14, KSR14, SGV12].
resource-aware [SGV12]. resource-based
[ADI13]. responsive [SR10].
responsiveness [PSNS14]. restart [CNS13].
Retention [ZMM+16]. Rethinking
[Xue12, RCR+14]. retrofitted [TTS+10].
retrofitting [LPGK14]. reusable
[HC10, MME14]. reuse [WR10]. Reverse
[CCA+12]. Review
[Ano15, Bro12, EKUR10]. Revisited
[Mei14, Gon11]. rewriting [HLO15]. RFID
[AYZ10]. RFLP [YCYC12]. richer [CV14].
rigor [Vit14]. Rigorous [AGR17]. risk
[PM+15]. River [HHS13]. RJ [OW16].
Road [RXK+17, SWU+15]. Robin [Ano15].
Robotic [LM15]. Robots [SWF12].
Robust
[VM15, VDV17, MKZ+14, SGV12, VM10].
row [Lei17]. row-typed [Lei17]. RTSJ
[ZW10]. Rubah [PVH14]. rule [QLBS17].
Rules [CCA+12, HLO15]. run [WAB+11].
run-time [WAB+11]. Running
[HC11, TWX+10, YK14]. runs [FIF+15].
Runtime
[BLH12, MAHK16, MSS10, NWB+15,
OCFL14, XMA+14, BRGG12, EQT10,
GTL+10, GSS+16, LMK16, MS10, OOK+10,
PKC+13, RO12, STY+14, TWSC10,
VBAM10a, YHRBL13, dCMMN12].
runtimes
[BM14, CSV15, RCR+14, WWH+17].
Safe [Eug13, GvRN+11, JIT12, MPS12,
RSF+15, SWB+15, WAB+11, HJS+10,
HAW13, KHR11, KMLS15, KCP+17, Loc13,
RDP16, WWS13]. Safety [RS12, SDH+17,
WCB16, ZLCW14, AGR17, EKUR10,
GMC+13, Nil12b, PG12, SD16b, Tal13,
YS10, CWW13, HL13, LWC17, WK12].
Safety-Critical [WCB16, ZLCW14, RS12,
SDH+17, AGR17, CWW13, LWC17].
Salespoint [ZDS14]. Salt [Hol12]. SAM
[BO13]. San [KP15]. Sane [MPS12]. Satin
[VWJB10]. SAW [CFH+13]. Scaffolding
[RT14]. Scala [SMS+12, AT16, Hin13,
Lew13, PTML11, SMSB11, SMS+12].
Scala-Based [PTML11]. Scala.js [DS16].
Scalability
[CCH11, AAB+10, DSEE13, GTSS11].
Scalable
[BBB+17, BS12, DFR13, GGRSY17, HC11,
JQJ+16, RXK+17, RTE+13, XMA+14,
ETTD12, FC11, GGRSY15, NFV15, PIR17,
RTET15, TTD12]. ScalaLab
[PTML11, PMTL14]. scalar [PQTGS17].
Scale [BA17, PE11, DHS15, LO15, MDS+17,
MCY+10, PTF+15, WHIN11]. SCCEL
[DLPT14]. scenarios [AMW15, Sch13].
Scheduler [QSaS+16, IF16, TWW12].
scheduler-independent [IF16].
Scheduling
[ASV+16, BVEAGVA10, KPHV11, EP14, EABVG14, ZW10].
scheme [XHH12]. SCHISM [PFM+10].
Science [HWM11, VF10, SGV12]. sciences
[NL+4]. Scientific [Esq11, PTML11, WN10,
FRGPLEF+12, PMTL14]. scientists [Bra14].
SCORM [HC10]. Scrap [ZCdSvdS15].
Script [MSK16]. Scripting
[CSGT17, KKK+17, HBT12, KRR+14,
PTML14, Zha12]. SE [LYBB14]. Seamless
[OwKPM15]. Search [SAD14, DDDF17].
searching [ETR12]. Second [HD17].
FH16, Fox17a, HDm17, HWI+12, HTLC10, LPGK14, LTK17, MHR+12, MAH12, OIA+13, PDPM+16, RHT13, SDH+17, SSMD10, SH12, TTD12, TXW+10, THC+14, UIY10, Vit14, YRHL13, VK12.


Tableau [FFF17]. Tagged [RKN+18].


Tardis [BM14]. task [Fee16, TWL12, ZLB13].

TaskLocalRandom [PPMH15]. Tasks [PWS17, HAW13, PPMH15, SPP+10].

Taurus [MAHK16]. Taxonomy [SS14].

Teaching [HA13, SWF12, CHM13, ZDS14]. teasing [LBF12]. Techniques [RD15, EV13, KS13]. Technologies [Fox17b, HTW14, VK12, Fox17a, HTLC10, KFBK+15, NL14, RHT13]. technology [NED+13].


Terminating [FFF17]. Termination [BMOG12, RDCP12, BSOG12, SMP10].

Test [AGM+17, BB12, GGZ+15, PSNS14, SR14a, SKR17]. tested [Mi13]. Testing [Ame13, BR12, Hin13, MM12, MMP15, CSS+16, CNS13, Ler10, TD15]. tests [AO11, NYCS12, SRJ15]. Textbooks [BNP11]. their [RDP16]. theorem [SSH17].


Third [Ano15, FOPZ14, LVG10].

third-party [FOPZ14, LVG10]. THOR [TXW+10].

Thoth [KB17]. thread [BKC+13, CRAJ10, MGI17, PCL14, PG12, SS10, YDFF15]. thread-level [MGI17].

threaded [DSEE13, JTO12, SE12, Taf13]. threads [UR15]. Three [ZMM+16, Vit14].

TigerQuoll [BP13]. Time [BVEAGVA10, BBB+17, BLH12, DLR16, Fox17b, HTW14, JMB12, Kie10, KW11, Pau14, SLES15, SLE+17, VK12, BCR13, BM14, BVGVEA10, BVGVEA11a, BVGVEA11b, BVGVEA13, BVGV14a, BVGV14b, CRAJ10, DW10, EABGV14, Fox17a, GMC+13, HTLC10, KHM+11, KPHV11, KHL+13, KvGS+14, KW10, KSR14, LMK16, LTK17, MGI17, Nil12a, PS10, PZM+10, PS11, Puf13, RHT13, SP10a, SPPH10, Sie10, SPS17, SH12, TTS+10, WAB+11].

Time [BM14]. time-triggered [EABGV14].

times [DW10]. timing [AGH+17, LS11].

TIMP [SLS+12]. tiny [Xue12]. tolerant [PZM+10].

Tool [FMM+11, PQD12, SW12, ABFM12, CRAT+12, ETR12, KSR14, LS11, TXW+10].

Tool-supported [FMM+11]. toolchain [SMN+18].

Tools [Bro12, ABK+16, VBAM10b]. toolset [KvGS+14].

top [RVP11, SGG+17, ZMNY14]. top-down [ZMNY14].

Topics [Hor11, Jen12].

topology [DDM11]. Trace [HW14, PiLCH11, SR14b, BBF+10, HW13, HWI+12, IHWN12, WHN11].

trace-based [BBF+10, HWM14, HWI+12, IHWN12]. tracer [CZ14]. traces [BA12, RGM13].

Training [BP10, DLR14, DLR16, MD15].

track [VSG17]. TrackEtching [VSG17].

Tracking [RLMM15, SDC+12, KHL+13, OKK+10].

Tracks [RGM13]. tradeoff [UOT13].

Traffic [RXK+17]. Trail [HHSS13]. Train [MSSK16]. training [KMZN16].

trait [BCD13, VM15]. traits [BDGS13, BD17].

transactional [DVL13, FC11, ZHCB15].

Transactions [DcSG12, CHM16, DFR13].

transformation [AST+16, PDDD17].

transformations [AK13, MHR10, PMP+16, TL17].

Transforming [dMRH12]. transitioning [HW14]. Translating [RFRS14].

Translation [BO12, LSWM16].

translations [BO12, LSWM16].
[LZYP16]. Transmission
[PE11, BVGVEA11b, BJBK12].
transient [BDB11]. travel [BM14].
traversals [ODL15]. Tree
[Lyo12, HLO15, KMMV14]. trees [RBV16].
Trends [CC15, MSS10, SR17]. trie [SV17].
trie-based [SV17]. tries [SV15a, SV15b].
triggered [EABVG14]. TRINI
[PDPM+16]. Trusted [TWNH12, BCF+14].
tuning [AAB+10, BVGVEAFG11, SKBL11].
Turing [Gri17]. Tutorial
[Lei17, Zak12]. TV [JMO14].
twitter [Guy14]. Two [Has12]. Type
[BO13, CGJ+16, KSW+14, KATS12, Lei17,
RKN+18, SGD15, WT11, ACS+14, AT16,
BS13, CMS+12, CVG+17, DLM10, FH16,
GBS14, HyG12, KMLS15, KRR+14, KRH16,
KvRHA14, LPGK14, LE16, MHR+12, SH12,
TLL11, Zha12, eBH11]. Type-Based
[SGD15]. type-dependent [LE16].
type-safe [KMLS15]. typechecking [CL17].
Typed [BO13, KKK+17, MHL15, CMS+12,
KRCH14, Lei17, RDP16]. Types
[BO13, RvB14, SPAK10, BDGS13, CHJ12,
DDM11, HE13, MME+10, YDFF15].
TypeScript [Cho14, FH16, RSF+15].
Typing
[FS17, RSF+15, Sic17, SFR+14, TSD+12].
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